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Abstract  

Sunlight concentration is a promising path to cost-effective photovoltaic (PV) technologies. 

Compared to standard concentrators based on geometrical optics, luminescent solar concentrators 

(LSCs) appear as a viable and convenient alternative being sunlight concentration to PV occurs with 

diffuse light and no needs of sun tracking or cooling apparatuses. In this work, we report on the 

optical efficiencies of luminescent solar concentrators (LSCs) based on poly(methyl methacrylate) 

(PMMA) thin films doped with a red-emitting zinc (II) complex of the D-A-D type ligand N,N'-

bis(2-hydroxy-1-naphthylidene)-diaminomaleonitrile (ZnL). ZnL is attractive for use in LSC thanks 

to its easy and cheap synthesis. ZnL in PMMA showed an emission band peaked at 624 nm, a 

Stokes shift of 34 nm and an average QY of 23%, data comparable to those recorded in solution and 

efficiently predicted by DFT calculations. Study of the ZnL/PMMA LSC yields optical efficiencies 

of 7%, that is comparable to those based on the near unity QY fluorophores such as Lumogen Red. 

These performances were attributed to the higher emission red-shift and larger Stokes shift of ZnL 

that prevent loss of efficiencies due to self-absorption and possibly circumvent its lower QY. 
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Introduction 
 
Since the dawning of solar power production, concentration of solar radiation has been proposed as 

a solution to decrease the price of photovoltaic energy. Solar concentration is achieved by collecting 

the sun radiation incident on a large surface and redirecting it on a smaller area, thus allowing to 

reduce the amount of photoactive materials, which has the largest impact on the final costs.1-3 There 

are mainly two kinds of solar concentrators, one is based on geometrical optics (passive 

concentrators)4 and another group is based on luminescent components (active solar concentrators).3, 

5 Solar power fields with passive concentrators made of parabolic mirrors and Fresnel lenses are 

already a reality since they take a large area of sunlight and direct it toward a specific spot by 

bending the rays of light and focusing them.6 It has the advantages of working for all wavelengths, 

since it depends on reflection rather than refraction, and of not requiring any extreme materials 

properties.7 While capable of achieving extremely high concentrations (several hundred suns),8 the 

current technology suffers of some practical limitations: size limit (it is very long compared to its 

diameter), dependence on sunlight incidence angle, needs of large and heavy sun tracking systems 

and cooling apparatuses9, 10 These features have hindered the deployment of such technology in 

urban environments and, in the past decades, active luminescent solar concentrators (LSCs) have 

been proposed as a viable and convenient alternative to classic geometric concentrators.11 LSCs 

show several advantages: the ability to work with diffuse light, light weight, reduced costs, and 

transparency are few examples.12, 13 These last features make LSCs very well suited to be 

implemented in modern building architectures, which make use of plenty of coloured windows and 

panels.14 Moreover, the use of commodity plastics and well consolidated and economic industrial 

processes for the preparation of LSCs offer encouraging means to include solar energy to the built 

environment. 

The standard LSC device consists in a slab of transparent material (usually glass or polymer) doped 

with fluorescent dyes that absorb in the solar spectrum.14-16 The refractive index of the host is 

higher than the outer environment: total internal reflections allow to trap inside the LSC a large 

fraction of the dye emitted photons, which are thus collected and concentrated at the device edges 

where a PV module can be attached. In the recent years, the research on PV devices based on LSC 

technology has been focusing on obtaining high power conversion efficiencies.13, 17-26 Still, 

prototype single-dye LSC coupled to commercial Si cells achieved so far efficiencies no higher than 

3%.14 Such low performances are mostly due to the many losses of such devices, due to both the 

physics of the phenomena and a not-yet-optimized fluorescent system.27 

A simple approach for higher concentrations is to enhance the spectral window of absorption of the 

LSC, therefore increasing the number of available photons. To this end, multiple dye systems have 
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long been proposed to cope for the narrow absorption characteristic of organic dyes as well as new 

design solutions.12, 22, 28 Noble metals nanoparticles29 and Quantum Dots have also been 

investigated for their broad absorption features although compatibility issues between the 

fluorophore and commercial matrices seldom arise.18, 30-32 Conversely, to best of our knowledge, 

only a few examples concern the use of metal complexes. Tris(8-

hydroxyquinolinolate)aluminum(III) (Alq3) and platinum tetraphenyltetrabenzoporphyrin 

[Pt(TPBP)] have been effectively employed as robust photoemitters in stacked high-efficiency 

LSCs.22 Indeed, the organic metal-chelate complexes usually offer additional convenient features 

such as high thermal and optical stability,33, 34 wide absorption range and luminescent properties. 

For these reasons, a promising red-emitting zinc (II) complex of the donor-acceptor-donor (D-A-D) 

type ligand N,N'-bis(2-hydroxy-1-naphthylidene)-diaminomaleonitrile (H2L) was investigated 

(Figure 1). One of the main appeals of this class of inorganic complexes is that molecular 

engineering permits systematically altering spectroscopic and chemical properties. This chemical 

flexibility allows for the design of systems that respond to specific environmental variables. Zn(II) 

complexes bearing salicylaldiminato ligands have been particularly employed as emitters in organic 

optoelectronics,33, 35, 36 and also exhibit a broad range of eco-friendly catalytic37 and biological 

activities.38, 39 Notably, considering the easy and cheap synthetic route, ZnL might represent the first 

example of a cost-effective red-emitting Shiff base complex alternative to traditional organic 

fluorophores in LSCs applications. For example, Lumogen Red, i.e the state-of-art of fluorophores 

for LSCs, is nowadays quoted at about 7,500 €/kg by BASF, that is an issue that definitely affects 

the final cost of these devices, thus limiting their worldwide distribution.  

Here, a joint experimental and computational study of ZnL spectroscopic properties in different 

solutions was reported. By analyzing electronic structure features and optical properties the nature 

of absorbing and emitting states was dissected, identifying the role of Zn and the importance of Zn-

solvent interactions in determining the observed spectra. Motivated by these results, the optical 

features of ZnL were investigated when dispersed in transparent amorphous poly-methyl-

methacrylate (PMMA) thin films, aiming at the realization of a new LSC device. While bulk-plate 

configurations assure a larger number of fluorophores embedded without generating significant 

efficiency loss due to concentration, the thin film procedure offers numerous advantages in the 

experimental process40, 41 such as limited use of materials, and easy and fast setup: required 

conditions for the large-scale preparation of LSC samples. 
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Figure 1. Structure of Zinc N,N'-bis(2-hydroxy-1-naphthylidene)-diaminomaleonitrile (ZnL). 
Atoms are represented by spheres of different colours: Zn grey, C green, O red, N cyan, and H 
white. 

Experimental Section 

Materials 

Poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA, Aldrich, Mw = 350,000 g/mol, acid number <1 mg KOH/g), 

was used as received. N,N'-bis(2-hydroxy-1-naphthylidene)-diaminomaleonitrile (H2L) and its 

neutral Zn(II) complex were prepared and characterized following a literature procedure.42 Unless 

otherwise stated, commercially available materials were used as received. 

Synthesis of H2L: 1 g (5.8 mmol) of 2-hydroxy-1-naphthaldehyde, 0.31 g (0.29 mmol) 

diaminomaleonitrile were mixed in a mixture of DMF (40 mL) and acetic acid (10 mL) and stirred 

at room temperature. After addition of 1 drop of concentrated sulphuric acid, the mixture was 

stirred at 80 °C for 8 h. The deep green precipitate was filtered, washed with DMF and ethanol, and 

air-dried to yield 0.5 g (41.3%) of product. m.p. > 300 °C. Anal. Calc. for C26H16N4O2 (%): C, 

74.99; H, 3.87; N, 13.45. Found: C, 75.15; H, 3.92; N, 13.38. FT-IR (KBr) (cm-1): 3421 (OH), 2218 

(C≡N) 1618 (C=N). 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3): δ	  = 7.21 (d, 2H; ArH), 7.34 (dd, 2H; ArH), 7.50 

(dd, 2H, ArH), 7.80 (d, 2H, ArH), 7.84 (d, 2H, ArH), 8.00 (d, 2H, ArH), 9.70 (s, 2H; CHN), 12.93 

(s, 2H; OH). 

Synthesis of ZnL: a mixture of 1 g (5.8 mmol) of 2-hydroxy-1-naphthaldehyde, 0.31 g (0.29 mmol) 

diaminomaleonitrile and 0.64 g (0.29 mmol) of Zn(CH3COO)2
.2H2O were mixed in DMF (100 mL) 

and stirred at room temperature for 1 h. The resulting mixture was filtered and cooled in a freezer, 

which provided the appearance of black crystals (60% yield). Anal. Calc. for C32H28N6O4Zn 

([ZnL].2DMF)(%): C, 61.40; H, 4.51; N, 13.42. Found: C, 61.62; H, 4.40; N, 13.54. FT FT-IR 

(KBr) (cm-1): 2213 (C≡N) 1615 (C=N). 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3): δ	  = 6.73 (d, 2H; ArH), 7.00 
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(m, 2H; ArH), 7.11 (m, 2H, ArH), 7.36 (d, 2H, ArH), 7.51 (d, 2H, ArH), 7.60 (d, 2H, ArH), 9.31 (s, 

2H; CHN). 

Preparation of ZnL/PMMA films  

Different ZnL/PMMA thin films were prepared by drop casting, i.e. pouring 0.8 mL chloroform 

solution containing 30 mg of the polymer and the proper amount of dye to obtain concentrations in 

the range 0.05–2.2 wt.% on 35x50 mm area over a glass surface. The glass slides were cleaned with 

chloroform and immerged in 6 M HCl for at least 12 h, then they were rinsed with water, acetone 

and isopropanol and dried for 8 h at 120 °C. Solvent evaporation was performed on a warm hot 

plate (about 30 °C) and in a closed environment. The film thickness was measured by a Starrett 

micrometer to be 25±5 µm. The PMMA films were easily removed with a spatula after immersion 

in water so that they can be stored for successive measurements and comparison by attaching them 

on 50x50x3 mm optically pure glass substrate (Edmund Optics Ltd BOROFLOAT window 50x50 

TS) with a high-purity silicone oil with a refractive index comparable to PMMA and glass (i.e., 

poly(methylphenyl siloxane), 710 fluid, Aldrich, refractive index n = 1.5365). Absorption and 

emission properties of such devices showed negligible differences with the freshly prepared ones. 

Characterizations 

Melting points were recorded on a hot-stage microscope (Reichert Thermovar). FT-IR spectra were 

recorded with the help of a Perkin Elmer Spectrum One spectrometer in KBr dispersions. NMR 

spectra were recorded at room temperature at 300 MHz (1H) and were referred to TMS or to the 

residual protons of deuterated solvents. Absorption spectra were recorded at room temperature on a 

Perkin-Elmer Lambda 650 spectrometer. Fluorescence spectra were measured at room temperature 

on a Horiba Jobin-Yvon Fluorolog®-3 spectrofluorometer equipped with a 450 W xenon arc lamp, 

double-grating excitation and single-grating emission monochromators. The emission quantum 

yields of the solid samples were obtained by means of a 152 mm diameter "Quanta-phi" integrating 

sphere coated with Spectralon® and mounted in the optical path of the spectrofluorimeter, using as 

an excitation source a 450 W Xenon lamp coupled with a double-grating monochromator for 

selecting wavelengths. 

Photocurrent measurements43 

A proper apparatus was build and composed by a plywood wooden box 15x15x30 cm with walls 

1.5 cm thick. A removable cover hosting a housing for a solar lamp is present at the top. During the 

measurement a solar lamp TRUE-LIGHT® ESl E27 20W was used. Two 50x3 mm slits were 
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carved out at 5 cm from the bottom of the box to exactly fit the LSC systems (dimensions 40x50x3 

mm) so that the minimum amount of light would come out during the measurement conditions. On 

the outer side of the slit, a set of three 1x1 cm photodiodes (THORLABS FDS1010 Si photodiode, 

with an active area of 9.7 x 9.7 mm and high responsivity (A/W) in the spectral range of 400–1100 

nm (Figure S1)) connected in parallel fashion was placed and coupled to a multimeter (KEITHLEY 

Mod. 2700) for photocurrent measuring.  

Efficiency measurement using a PV-cell43 

A different set of LSC samples was prepared to measure the concentration efficiency attaching a Si-

PV cell (IXYS SLMD121H08L mono solar cell 86x14 mm, with a solar cell efficiency of 14% and 

a fill factor > 70%) to one edge of the sample. This set of samples was made covering the 40x50 

area of the previously introduced optically pure glass slabs with a 25±5 µm ZnL/PMMA thick film. 

One edge of the LSC was connected to a Si–based PV cell masked to cover just the LSC edge (50x3 

mm) using silicone grease while the remaining edges were covered with an aluminum tape. These 

devices where then placed over a white poly(ethylene terephthalate) scattering sheet 

(Microcellular® MCPET reflective sheet, ERGA TAPES Srl) and placed about 20 cm under a solar 

lamp (TRUELIGHT® ESL E27 20W, with a correlated colour temperature of 5500 K). The 

efficiency is reported as ηopt, which is the ratio between the short circuit current of the PV cell 

attached the LSC edges under illumination of a light source (ILSC) and the short circuit current of the 

bare cell put perpendicular to the light source (ISC).  

Computational details  

ZnL molecular structure, vertical excitation and emission properties have been characterized by 

means of quantum chemical calculations based on density functional theory (DFT) and time-

dependent DFT (TD-DFT) approaches.44-47 Several tests were performed for choosing the best 

accurate level of theory at the most feasible computational costs. After comparing different density 

functional models, the most commonly employed B3LYP hybrid DFT functional was chosen, 48, 49 

using higher content of non-local exact exchange or a long-range corrected hybrid-DFT approach 

did not provide significant improvements over B3LYP (see Supporting Information, Table S1). 

Calculations address the prediction of intra-ligand electronic transitions. For this processes, the 

choice of the basis set for the ligand atoms is crucial. Double- and triple-ζ basis set from the Pople’s 

and Dunning’s series was tested, plus the addition of diffuse and polarization functions. After 

convergence tests (see SI, Table S2), we adopted the 6-311++G(d,p) 50, 51 basis set for C, N, O and 

H atoms. For the Zn atom, the LANL2TZ+ effective core potential (ECP) and basis set were used.52, 
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53 Testing other different ECP-basis set combinations for Zn did not affect the predicted ZnL 

electronic structure. In structural optimizations, molecular frequencies and electronic transition 

calculations, the bulk solvent effects have been taken into account by means of the well-known 

Polarizable Continuum Model (PCM) implicit solvation scheme.54-56 In particular, the ZnL 

adsorption and emission properties in solution have been computed according to the state-specific 

PCM approach.57, 58 All the calculations were performed with the Gaussian 09 suite of programs for 

quantum chemistry.59 

Results and Discussion 

Optical characterization of the ZnL in solution 

ZnL was prepared according to Liuzzo and Di Bella:42, 60 the FTIR spectra showed the stretching of 

imines groups (1615 cm-1) and nitrile groups (2213 cm-1) of ZnL, whereas 1H NMR and elemental 

analysis confirmed ZnL composition.  

The UV-vis absorption spectra of dilute dioxane (DOX) and Tetrahydrofuran (THF) solutions of 

ZnL are shown in Figure 2. The absorption spectra indicate that the electronic transition should be 

attributed to intramolecular charge transfer (ICT), due to the conjugated nature of the Schiff base 

complex, as occurred in other salicylaldiminate systems containing the diaminomaleonitrile 

bridge.60, 61 The absorption maxima of ZnL in dioxane (dielectric constant = 2.25, Figure 2a) and 

THF (dielectric constant = 7.58, Figure 2b) are located at 589 nm and 595 nm, respectively. The 

emission spectra (λexc. = 450 nm) of ZnL in dioxane and THF solutions exhibit intense unstructured 

bands with maxima at 621 nm (Stokes shift = 32 nm) and 630 nm (Stokes shift = 35 nm), 

respectively. 
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(b) 

 
Figure 2. Normalised absorption and emission (λexc. = 450 nm) spectra of ZnL in (a) dioxane and 
(b) THF solutions (5⋅10-6 mol/L). The red emission of the ZnL dioxane solution (inset Figure 1a) 
was taken by exciting with a Dark Reader 46B transilluminator (Multiple blue LEDs, ∼ 450 nm).  
 

The electronic features behind these ZnL optical spectra have been investigated with state-of-the-art 

Density Functional Theory (DFT) and Time Dependent-DFT (TD-DFT) calculations. Structural 

optimizations of ground- and first-excited electronic states have been performed with the 

polarizable continuum model (PCM) for DOX and THF solutions. Also, a discrete-continuum 

cluster model approach was applied with explicit solvent molecules and PCM to account for both 

short-range and long-range solute-solvent interactions:62, 63 in these cases two solvent molecules 

have been placed in perpendicular direction to the ZnL plane, respectively above and below the 

planar dye, with oxygen atoms pointing toward the Zn cation. The computed structural data are 

reported in Supporting Material (Table S3 and S4). The predicted adsorption and emission vertical 

transition energies are reported in Figure 3 together with the ZnL molecular orbital energy levels in 

Dioxane and Tetrahydrofuran, and the isodensity surface plots for the molecular orbitals that are 

interested in these transitions (HOMO-LUMO). 
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Figure 3. (a) TD-DFT computed vertical excitation and emission energies computed on ground (S0) 
and excited state (S1) minima, respectively, in dioxane and THF solutions. Implicit, PCM, and 
discrete-continuum, (solvent)2-PCM, solvation model are compared on absorption energies. 
Experimental values are from Figure 2; the grey area represents the Stokes shift. (b) Molecular 
orbital (MO) energy levels for ZnL(Dioxane)2-PCM and ZnL(Tetrahydrofuran)2-PCM: blue solid 
lines represent the MOs at the ground state minimum, while the dashed red lines represent the MO 
levels at the S1 TD-DFT optimized structure; the vertical transitions of interest in absorption (solid 
blue arrow) and emission (dashed red arrow) involve only HOMO and LUMO orbitals. (c) Iso-
density surface plots of HOMO and LUMO molecular orbitals for the ZnL(Dioxane)2-PCM system 
(positive and negative values are depicted in yellow and cyan, respectively, with a contour threshold 
value of 0.02). 
 

From a computational perspective, the implicit solvation scheme was found insufficient to predict 

the solvent effects: the vertical absorption values are far off the experimental ones for both DOX 

and THF. Moreover, the PCM is not even able to distinguish between the two solvents. When 

explicit molecules are included, the computed absolute excitation values for ZnL-DOX2-PCM and 

ZnL-THF2-PCM still present an error when compared to experiments (~2%), but it falls within the 

expected accuracy of our approach. Moreover, the discrete-continuum predictions are much closer 

than PCM ones to the reference values and, noteworthy, they have been also able to describe the red 

shift of ZnL absorption in THF with respect to DOX solution. The ZnL-DOX2-PCM and ZnL-THF2-

PCM model systems were also employed to predict the excited-state minimum energy structures 

and the corresponding vertical emission energies. The predicted emission energies are in better 
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agreement with experiments than the adsorption values. The electronic excitation process has an 

intra-molecular charge-transfer (CT) nature. Figure 3c shows the HOMO and LUMO molecular 

orbitals that are involved in the predicted and observed transitions. The HOMO is well localized 

across the aromatic moieties, while the LUMO has an important localization on the CN moieties. 

These qualitative features are the same in both DOX and THF solutions. This behaviour is in line 

with the fluorescence of zinc(II) complexes, which are determined only by the π-π* transition of the 

organic ligand because the d shell of the central ion is completely filled.64 Moreover, our MO 

analysis also explains why the absorption and emission maxima of ZnL are red-shifted in THF: 

because of its higher dielectric constant than dioxane, THF provides a small but sensible 

stabilization of the CT excited state. 

Despite the slight overestimation of the Stokes shift, the proposed discrete-continuum model 

provided overall a reliable qualitative estimate of electron absorption and emission transitions. 

Therefore, the same protocol to model the electronic structure of ZnL was applied when embedded 

into the PMMA thin film, our target LSC host matrix. PMMA is an amorphous polymer matrix with 

a dielectric constant of 2.6-2.8, so for modelling the polymer matrix the PCM model was safely 

employed (setting the dielectric constant to the average value of 2.7). Moreover, the presence of 

exposed oxygen atoms in the PMMA lateral residues can lead to direct coordination of these 

oxygen moieties to the Zn ion in ZnL. Thus, for modelling the ZnL/PMMA system a discrete-

continuum approach was used, as done with DOX and THF. Table S5 in Supporting Material lists 

the main structural and electronic features of the ground and excited state minima. The TD-DFT 

predicted absorption and emission energies (λabs = 577 nm; λems = 619 nm) are very close to the 

DOX ones, with a similarly convenient Stokes shift (~42 nm). Such behaviour was expected 

because the chemical nature of PMMA lateral residues and PMMA bulk dielectric constant are very 

similar to those of DOX solution. Motivated by these positive ab initio results on structural 

properties and electronic transition energies, the experimental characterization of ZnL/PMMA films 

for LSC applications was therefore performed. 

 

Optical characterization of the ZnL/PMMA films 

Owing to the aforementioned opto-electronic properties, ZnL was also investigated when dispersed 

in the transparent and totally amorphous polymer matrix of PMMA. PMMA was selected as 

polymer matrix due to its completely amorphous state, which confers the material optical 

transparency and good mechanical properties. PMMA is also cheap and commercially available, 

characteristics that make this polymer a perfect candidate for large scale LSC applications.65, 66 
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The optical characteristics of ZnL in the PMMA matrix are shown in figure 4 with maximum 

absorption and emission bands found at 590 nm and 624 nm, respectively, with a Stokes shift of 34 

nm. ZnL absorbs light down to 500 nm as well, thanks to a second structure-less band centred at 

450 nm. Both emission maximum and Stokes shift in PMMA are comparable to those recorded in 

dioxane solutions due to almost identical dielectric constants.  

The absolute fluorescent quantum yield (QY) of ZnL in PMMA reached an average value of 23 %, 

which was maintained even at the highest concentration investigated (i.e. 22.5 % for 1 wt.% 

ZnL/PMMA film). This value is lower than that of DOX solution (39 %) but still comparable to that 

recorded for fluorophores dispersions at such a long wavelength emission (~ 630 nm).67 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Absorption and emission spectra (λexc = 450 nm) of a 0.3 wt.% ZnL/PMMA film with a 
thickness of 25±5 µm  
 

Measurement of the LSC efficiencies are usually performed by attaching PV modules to the 

concentrating system and irradiating it with a light source that emulates the solar conditions.25, 26, 40 

While this approach is effective to evaluate the ultimate LSC performances, it has created a lot of 

confusion in the literature data,14 since many research groups make use of different and not always 

directly comparable conditions and experimental setups on their pursue to the best performing LSC 

system. More than that, sometimes LSCs are evaluated with parameters referred to other solar 

generating systems like photon-per-electron efficiencies or fill factors which are meaningless in this 

specific case since the LSC itself is not an energy generating device but achieves light concentration 

only.14 In order to assess the performances as LSC, an optically pure 50x50x3 mm glass was coated 

with ZnL/PMMA films with a thickness of 25±5 mm. Photocurrent measurements were 

accomplished with a home-built apparatus43 (see experimental part) by using a set of three 1x1 cm 

photodiodes assembled in parallel fashion. Photodiodes are ideal for measuring light sources in 
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LSC emission range by converting the optical power to an electrical current, allowing for a fast, 

precise and reproducible response even with different sets of samples. This approach was used to 

study the best working conditions for different dye/polymer LSC systems since the response curves 

of the photodiodes and the utilized PV module do not differ significantly.  

The photocurrents measured for a set of samples based on ZnL/PMMA thin films are reported in 

Figure 5. 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Fluorescence peak emission intensity vs. absorbance (black filled circles) of ZnL/PMMA 
films of a thickness of 25±5 µm with increasing dye concentration and photocurrent (open circles) 
measured for the same films at different dye content (wt.%). Photocurrents were fitted with eq. 1 
(red curve) with parameters listed in Table 1 (see below).  
 

The data follow a peculiar trend, i.e. photocurrent increasing with ZnL content and levelling off at 

the highest concentration investigated. This trend is quite in accordance with the plot of 

fluorescence emission intensity vs. absorbance, which is reported to reveal possible lost of the 

absorbed photons via non-radiative pathways.19 In detail, the emission intensity is found to increase 

linearly with the absorbance of ZnL/PMMA up to 0.3 wt.% of fluorophore, indicating a negligible 

effect of dissipation phenomena. Conversely, when the concentration is further increased a 

deviation from linearity is observed, thus suggesting that dissipative phenomena occur. 

Notably, the photocurrent behaviour fits quite well with eq. 1: 
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where ηopt is the optical efficiency a term proportional to the current generated by photodiodes, c is 

the concentration of the dye in wt.%, and ε' and µopt are two empirical constants defined as: 

 

 !′ ∝ ℎ ∙ !!!        (eq. 2) 

 !!"# ∝ !′′(!",!) ∙ !       (eq. 3) 

 

where h is the thickness of the thin film, ! is the mean path length of the radiation in the optical 

system and !′′ is a term depending on both QY and the probability of fluorescence re-absorption (p), 

being greater at high p and low QY. D is an empirical constant added since even an empty system 

of transparent material (c = 0) is capable of trapping some light by means of surface and bulk 

defects due to scattering phenomena. 

Eq. 1 was recently determined inspired by the work of Goezberger27 who proposed in 1977 an 

effective method to evaluate LSC efficiency. Both ε’ and µopt must be considered as completely 

empirical since even the most accurate estimations require strong approximations. Nevertheless, the 

determination of how they affect the final ηopt is straightforward for determining the LSC 

performances. Notably, ε’ is a coefficient related to the absorption properties of the dye/polymer 

system, whereas µopt combines all the fluorescence quenching mechanisms due to the dye. An 

optimal dye/polymer system should therefore present a high ε’ and a small µopt so that the maximum 

efficiency is shifted to higher concentrations and the curve steadily rises under the influence of the 

linear part (eq. 1). A complete and exhaustive determination of eq. 1 was recently reported in 

literature by our group.43 

The fitting parameters, reported in Table 1, were compared to those recently gathered for PMMA 

films with the same thickness of 25±5 µm but containing Lumogen Red F350 (LR),43 selected as 

reference as it is considered the state-of-the-art in dyes for LSC applications.14 

 

Table 1. Fitting parameters of the photocurrent data measured for ZnL/PMMA and LR/PMMA43 
films. For both systems, the film thickness was 25±5 µm 

 
Entry ε' µopt D 

ZnL/PMMA  65 0.90 12 
LR/PMMA 140 0.45 20 

 

The fitting parameters of ZnL/PMMA films were found to be different from those of LR/PMMA: 

lower values for ε’ and slightly higher µopt were collected. On the contrary, D values resulted to be 

quite similar for all the dye/PMMA systems, thus suggesting that the contribution of non–

fluorescent trapping is more or less the same for samples with the same thickness. The smaller ε’ is 
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a result of the lesser extinction coefficient of ZnL compared to that of LR in PMMA, being ε’ 

related to the light absorption properties of the system (Figure S2). 

Nevertheless, ZnL showed a µopt value comparable to that of LR, possibly due to the larger Stokes 

shift (34 nm for ZnL against 23 for LR43) and a more red-shifted emission (624 nm for ZnL against 

609 for LR43), notwithstanding the lower QY compared to that of LR.43 Attempts to evaluate the 

effect of self-absorption on the LSC optical performances have been thoroughly reviewed in the 

literature.40, 68-71 Re-absorption of emitted photons by subsequent dye molecules via overlap of 

emission and absorption bands appears undoubtedly to be the limiting factor in respect to the 

efficiency of the concentrator.14, 72 Moreover, a more red-shifted emission agrees better with the 

typical responsivity curve of photodiodes (Figure S1). 

The ZnL/PMMA films with the highest photocurrent, i.e. the those containing the 0.7 and 1 wt.% of 

ZnL, were analysed by using a Si-based PV cell attached to one edge of the concentrator, as 

described in the experimental section. The optical efficiency ηopt (Table 2) was evaluated from the 

concentration factor C, which is the ratio between the short circuit current measured in the case of 

the cell over the LSC edge (ILSC) and short circuit current of the bare cell when perpendicular to the 

light source (ISC) (eq. 4): 

ηopt=
ILSC
ISC∙G

 (eq. 4) 

where G is the geometrical factor (in our case, G = 13.3), which is the ratio between the area 

exposed to the light source and the collecting area. 

 

Table 2. Concentration factors (C) and optical efficiencies (ηopt) calculated for ZnL/PMMA LSCs 
and compared to those of ZnL/PMMA LSCs with similar geometrical factor19, 43 

 
Entry wt.% C ηopt (%) 

ZnL/PMMA  0.7 0.92 6.92 
1.0 0.90 6.76 

LR/PMMA 0.7-1.0 0.94-1.06 7.0-8.0 
 

The calculated C and ηopt for the ZnL/PMMA system with the highest photocurrents were 

comparable to that gathered from LSC based on LR in the same range of fluorophore concentration 

and geometrical factor. This result suggests that despite the 23% of QY in PMMA, the red-emitting 

ZnL fluorophore yields LSC system with noteworthy optical efficiencies, possibly due to the larger 

Stokes shift and emission in the range of the highest quantum efficiency of the PV cell (600-770 nm, 

Figure S5).14, 73  

Preliminarily experiments aimed at the photostability determination of ZnL/PMMA thin films, 

revealed that the systems lost only 2-3 % of its emission during the first 15 min of continuous light 
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irradiation at 450 nm (i.e., at λexc.) with a 450 W Xe arc lamp under aerobic conditions. Moreover, 

the expected temperatures reached under continuous solar irradiation would be less than 40-50 °C,74 

well below the degradation temperatures of the prepared materials42 and devices. 

Conclusions 

We have demonstrated that ZnL, a highly emissive red-emitting zinc (II) complex of the donor–

acceptor–donor (D–A–D) type ligand N,N'-bis(2-hydroxy-1-naphthylidene)-diaminomaleonitrile, 

once embedded into PMMA, confers to the resulting thin films optical efficiencies, which make 

them suitable for the preparation of LSCs. ZnL displayed emission bands with maximum at λ 

> 620 nm Stokes shift > 30 nm, both in solutions and in PMMA, whose QY reached values of about 

23 %. From the computational perspective, a discrete-continuum model approach was tested and 

validated to predict adsorption and emission properties of ZnL in DOX and THF solutions by means 

of DFT and TD-DFT calculations. Despite the simplicity of our model, the results provided a 

reliable qualitative description of the structural features and transition energy trends in the different 

solvents. The same model applied to describe the ZnL in PMMA film provided again results that 

have been confirmed by experiments. In light of these peculiar features, ZnL/PMMA system yields 

C and ηopt of maximum 0.92 and 6.92, respectively, which were found comparable to that gathered 

from LSC based on LR in the same range of fluorophore concentration and geometrical factor. 

These performances were attributed to the larger Stokes shift of ZnL that prevents loss of 

efficiencies due to self-absorption and moves ZnL emission more within the range of the highest 

quantum efficiency of the PV cell. Future approaches for ηopt enhancement should adopt new 

synthetic strategies aimed at increasing the fluorophore QY while maintaining the emission maxima 

> 600 nm. Considering the easy and economic preparation, all findings consistently support the 

effective use of the red-emitting zinc complex in the realization of cost-effective LSC.  
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